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ABSTRACT
An advanced large area silicon photodiode (and X-ray detector), ctJled Spiral Drift Detector, was designed, produced and tested. The Spiral Detector belongs to the family of silicon drift detectors and ia an
improvement of the well known Cylindrical Drift Detector. In both detectors, signal electrons created in
silicon by fast charged particles ur photons arc drifting toward a practically point-like collection anode.
The capacitance of the anode is therefore kept at the minimum (O.lpF). The concentric rings of the
cylindrical detector are replaced by a continuous spiral in the new detector. The spiral geometry detector
design leads to a decrease of the detector leakage current. In the spiral detector all electrons generated at
the sihcon-silicon oxide interface are collected on a guud sink rather than contributing to the detector
leakage current. The decrease of the leakage current reduces the parallel noise of the detector. This
decrease of the leakage current and the very small capacitance of the detector anode with a capacitively
matched preamplifier may improve the energy resolution of Spiral Drift Detectors operating at room
temperature down to about 50 electrons cms. This resolution is in the range attainable at present only
by cooled semiconductor detectors.

1. Introduction.
•
The Spiral Drift Detector belongs to the family of silicon
drift detectors introduced by the authors several years ago1. The
common feature of Silicon Drift Detectors is the transport of
signal electrons parallel lo the large detector surfaces toward
a very small area anode. The direct consequence of this carrier
transport is a very low anode capacitance (a typical value for large
area cylindrical detectors is about 60/F) and the independence
of ihe capacitance on the detector size. A very small value of the
detector capacitance decrease the series noise of the preamplifier
and improves the total noise performance of the detector-readout
system. The Silicon Drift Detectors achieved a remarkably good
noise performance and position resolution 2 .
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Silicon Drift Detectors are realized un vtr .ers where a large
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majority ot the detector surface on both SIUKS IS covered by rectifying junctions. The junctions arc held at different potentials
to provide a drift field to transport signal <-; • Irons. The remaining surfece areas between rectifying junctions are covered

by thermally grown SiOj. A thermally grown oxide layer always contains fixed positive charges. In equilibrium the positive
charges in the oxide are compensated by mobile electrons in the
silica, forming an accumulation layer at the Si - SiOt interface,
when the detector bias voltages are applied, electrons are driven
a w a y from a t i c a a t p a r t o f the interface accumulation layer. An
interface depleted of accumulated electrons generates a relatively
i^g,. amount of leakage current 3 .
This

™ct P r e s e n t B a n e w d e s i S n - c a U c d t h e S P i r a l D r i f t
" - w "«« electron, generated on the interface do not
contributc to
*>« detector leakage current. The spiral detector
coUects
*" ^cctrons generated at the Si - SiOj interface on one
or several
^ a r d B m k s - T h e t o t a l lenfcllBe current collected on the
detector anode is thus the Bum of bulk generation and junction
Dctect

diffusion currents only,
There is one more problem connected with regions covered by
oxide. Fixed positive charges within the oxide at the Si - 5iOj
interface modify the electric field in silicon close to the interface.
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Tin- re-.nl ting electric field has a tendency to move signal electrons
criMUil in silicon close to the interface toward the_ interface
rather than into the bulk and toward the detector an. de (see
Fii; 1 I). We see that a narrow layer of silicon under the
5i SiO-2 interface is insensitive. This loss of a small part of
the sensitive silicon volume (about 0.2%) has little importance
fur the charged particle or X-ray detections. Fur the detection of
visible light, however, tile sensitivity of the silicon surface is very
important. The li^ht is absorbed within a few microns and areas
covered with oxide T t practically light insensitive. The light
sensitive side of the photodiode version of the detector should
not have any area covered with oxide. Thus the light incident
side of the detector, called p-side, has to be a continuous reverse
biased rectifying junction held at a constant potential.

flowing in the teach-through condition. We see that the maximum voltage applied along the drift direction on the ii-side is
twice the depletion voltage.
There are many different ways to distribute this maximal drift
voltage along the n-sidc. In Section 2 the optimum distribution
of the potential on the n-side is derived. The transport of
signal electrons within the bulk of the detector is studied auii the
distribution is obtnined from the minimization of electron drift
time.
Section 3 describes the design of the Spiral Drift Detector
where all surface considerations are taken into account. Sink
anodes are designed in a way to collect practically all leakage
current generated at the Si - SiOj interface.
Section 4 presents some preliminary test results. Detectors
were produced only recently and tests are still in progress.
2. Drift Field of Spiral Detector.
The "classical" drift detector of Ref. 1 has the same potentials
applied on both sides of the wafer leading to a minimum potential
energy for electrons in the middle of the wafer where electrons
are transported (Fig. 3 of Ref. 1). The parabolic shape of the
valley is due to the fixed positive charges of the ionized donors
in the silicon bulk. The parabolic potential retains electrons in
the middle of the detector. The transport of electrons toward
the anode is due to a drift field which is superposed onto the
retaining field. Both fields arc to a high degree independent
since the superposition of these two fields is a consequence of the
linearity of the field equations. To realize the drift field in this
straight forward way, potentials on both sides of the detector
must change. The price to pay for on equipotcntial surface on
the p-side of the detector is the loss of the independence of the
drift field from the field due to the ionized donors.

Fig. 1.1: Minus potential within the drift detector in a cross section close to the large detector
surface. The x-coordinate measures the depth
within the detector, x = 0 is the surface. The
5i - SiOj interfaceis located between tworcctifying junctions 23 < y < 37 and at i = 0. Positive
charges in the oxide beud the energy levels. Electrons generated at or very close to the surface are
moving toward the interface.
The requirement of an equipotcntial on one side of the detector complicates the realization of the detector drift field. The
"classical" drift detector of Ref. I has the same potentials applied
from both 5ide& of the wafer leading to a minimum potential energy for electrons in the middle of the wafer (Fig. 3 of Rcf. 1). For
a photosensitive application the potential con be varied on one
side only (called n-side). Moreover, there are limits to the maximum voltage difference which can be applied along the n-side.
The difference of potentials between p-side and any potential of
p-implant at the n-side must be smaller than the depletion voltrege across the thickness of the wafer to prevent large currents

Fig. 2.1 shows a realization of a drift field in the case where
one side of the detector is held at a constant potential (suggested
by F. Goulding from LBL). The computer simulation shows the
negative potential within the detector about 3 mm from the
anode. Changes of the potential along the n-sidc arc sufficient to
produce a drift field at the bottom of the valley. Electrons drift
toward smaller values of y, that is, toward the center. At the
same time the bottom of the valley moves closer to the n-sidc.
There are limits to how much one can vary the potential along
the n-side of the detector. Without any loss of generality, let us
define the anode potential us being 0 V. Close to the anode on
the n-side, there is a p* structure roughly at the anode potential.
The maximal negative potential it on the p-side corresponds to
the depletion voltage across the detector. The minimum of the
potential energy of electrons (bottom of the valley) is located very
close to the n-side. Any increase of the negative potential $ on
the p-side would lead to a reach-through condition with a large
current flowing between p + implants at both sides. Physically
the reach-through condition means that the potential barrier for
holes in the p f implant at the n-side has lowered and there are

mar;, holes leaving the p" implant at the n-side and drifting
towards the p--s»Ce

where <i>r (x) is the negative potential at a general point (x, r)
within the detector, q is the electronic charge, Np is the volume
donor density in the silicon bulk, ta is the permittivity and es-, is
the relative dielectric constant of silicon. To save writing let as
call p the combination of constants at right hand side of Eq. (2.1)
(2.2)

With our choice of zero potential at the anode and calling u>
the detector thickness the minus potential ou the p bide "t can
he written:

* = «£.

(23)

The solution of the 1-dimensional Poisson equation (2.1)
is a parabola. The boundary conditions are the potentials «>n
the two sides of the detector.

For x - 0, that is, on the n

side <j>T (x = 0) = 'frr and for x --- w, that is, <>n the /i-side
<jir (x = w) = 4 . The solution of Eq. (2.1) with these boundary
conditions is

pw
Fig. 2.1:
Minus potential within the spiral
detector in a cross section about 3 rum from
the anode. The i-coordinate measure the depth
within the detector, r = 0 is the n-side; x - 400
is the /j-side. The y-coordinate is the radius
minus 2.7 mm. There is a drift field toward
smaller values of y. At the same time the bottom
of the valley moves closer to the n-side where the
anode is located.

Eq. (2.4) gives the negative potential at all points (x,r) of the
detector as a function of the negative potential on the n-sidc i'r.
The optimal form of $ r has to be found to minimize the drift time
of electrons in the detector. In our 1-dimensional approximation
electrons are transported at the minimum of <j>, (x) with respect
to x for any value of r. The minimum of <f>r (z) can be found
simply be equating to zero the derivative of <pr (*) with respect
to x. For a given r, the value of x, minimizing 0 f (i) is

The negative potential on the n-side of the wafer increases us
we go farther away from the anode. At the same time the bottom
of the channel moves away from the n-side as it can be seen in
Fig. 2.1. At the outside radius of the detector the bottom of the
valley is very near f he p-side. Here again the voltage difference
between p+ implants on both sides of the detector cannot be
larger than the depletion voltage of the detector. Otherwise a
large reach-through current could flow as in the anode region,
but in the opposite direction. The maximum negative voltage on
the outside radius of the detector is twice the depletion voltage.
Beside the limitation we ore left with the freedom to distribute the voltages in the radial direction along the n-side. The
potential generated by the spiral structure on the n-sidc of the
detector is such that the electron drift time is minimized. We are
going to derive this optimum form of the drift field.
To simplify the problem, we assume that the potential
changes much mors rapidly across the wafer (i-diiection) than
along the radius of the detector (r-dircctinn). Under this assumption Poisson's equation has to be solved in one dimension
only (x-direction). The second dimension prnvides only the
boundary conditions at both surfaces of the detector.
Poisson's Equation in i-coordinate:
*,(«)

qNo

dz*

fo'S.

(2.4)

tf 2

(2.5)

pw

and the corresponding potential is
^f .j. $

/,«t<2

<$>T (m»n) = —

£— (2-6)
8
2
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The electron drift time from r + Ar to r can now be calculated
as the ratio of the traveled distance and the electron velocity. The
velocity is givrn as the product of the mobility /J and the electric
field ED at the point xr.
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'

(2.76)

Using Eqs. (2.5) and (2.G) we can substitute for the two
derivatives in Eq. (2.7b) and express At as the function of $ r .
The total drift time can then be written as the following integral

t= -

(Vr)2
[\/2(pw)1-p(*T

dr.

(2.8)

- * ) ] X*;

Eq. (2.8) is e. classical functional given as an integral of a
(2.1)

function F which depends on the unknown function 'f>r >ind its

derivative with respect to r ($'r = d<br/dr). Moreover, the integrated function F does not depend explicitly on the independent
variable r and we can write directly the first integral of the Euler

optimum solution leads to a linear relation between the radius
and the drift time. This linearity may be used in applications
where the radial position information is required.

ei|iiatum:

Second, the derivative of Eq. (2.13) with respect to r has a
singularity at r = R. The minimum of potential energy should be
close to the p- side for r -» R, that is, close to the outside radius.
The optimum solution of (2.13), however, requires that the valley
should move away from the p-side with a diverging rate. It is
impossible to realize such a field. Practically the behaviour of the
Eq. (213) at r - 72 means that we cannot use the full difference
of voltages between two sides to realize the drift Held.
The potential on the n-side of the designed detector is distributed very close to the function given by Eq. (2.12). The only
deviations are at the outside radius and close to the anode region. Fig. 2.2 shows the u-side of the Spiral Drift Detector. (The
n-side is the side with the electrode structure on it.) The opposite side (not shown) is a aimpk hexagon continuously implanted
with Boron to create a shallow rectifying junction. The geometry shown in Pig. 2.2 is hexngonol instead of the normal circular
geometry. The hexagonal spiral allows a complete covering of
large; surfaces by placing several detectors into a two dimensional compact array. The radius of the detector is about 7 mm,
the detector thickness is 400/tm.

~- #' - F - const

(2.9)

a* 1
where

(2.10)
Following the prescriptions of Eq. (2.9) we obtain a simple
first ,>rder differential equation for * r .

*', [

( * , - * ) ] = e,

(2.11)

Eq. (2.11) is integrable. Two integration constants fullow from
conditions for $ P at r = 0 and r = R (R is the outer radius
of the detector) *, = o = 0 ; *r=K = 2* (= pw1). After some
manipulations we obtain a relatively simple result:

*, = (mr (l -

(2.12)

The form of $, from Eq. (2.12) substituted into Eq. (2.5) gives
us the position of the valley in the detector as a function of r.
(2.13)

Fig. 2.2: n-side of the spiral detector. Two
intertwined hexagonal spirals arc visible. The
wider spiral is a rectifying p !• implant; the narrower spiral is the thermally grown SiOj. Doth
spirals are running from the outer radius to the
center of the detector where the signal anode is
located.

Fig. 2.3: Negative potential in the outside part
of the detector. The aero value in the Figure is
shifted and is -210 V. The i coordinate measures
the depth within the detector, x = 0 is the nside; x = 400 is the p-side. The y-coordinate is
the radius minus 5.2 mm. We can sec the division
of the silicon volume into the external and the
internal (sensitive) part.

Let us make two comments about the above solution of the
variational problem. First, the radial drift velocity of electrons
dr/dt m the optimized field is practically constant. We see the

There are two intertwined hexagonal spirnlsshown in Fig. 2.2.
The resistance of the rectifying p • spiral forms a voltage divider.
The spiral has a very small pitch as compared to the radius and

the geometry has almost a cylindrical symmetry which produces
practically a radial drift field. The pitch and the width of thr p'
implanted spiral was changed in a way that a constant current in
tho spiral produces potential distributtim given liy Ei[. (2.12).
The five largest spiral turns in Fig. 2.2 are guard turns. The
highest negative voltage is applied at the first wide turn at the 7
• •\.i..ck [n.jitiun. The negative potential in the miter part .if the
:-lnrai detector is shown in Fig. 2.3. We can see the division of the
silicon volume into the external and thr internal (sensitive) part.
The external part is undepleted and held at 210 V. The internal
part starts at y 300 with a saddle point. The gradual decrease
of tin- negative potential on the n-side in generated liy turns of
the spiral in the guard region. The end point of the guard part uf
the spiral is at the same potential as the p- side mid uliout 30 V
above the undepleted outside bulk.

perpendicular to the main surface of the detector and only 5()|irn
of the total silicon thickness in the r direction is shown The
Si SiOi interface is located between two adjacent turns of the
;i' spiral. Electrons generated at the interface are going to the
region near the interface where their potential energy becomes
minimal. If the geometry were perfectly symmetric around the
central anode, the electrons would accumulate ut the interface,
change the shape of the field there and finally start to fall into
the main valley of the detector The Spiral Drift Detector breaks
the unwanted symmetry.
To see the field really well we would need a four dimensional
display of the potential as a function of three spatial directions.
To understand the field and the motion of electrons without a
•i D display we have to envision the shape of the poteulinl in
a radial section displaced by a small angle from the 7 o'clock
orientation say at the 6 o'clock orientation in Fig. 2.2.
The negative potential looks similar to the one shown in
Fig. 1.1, however, the absolute potential of the whole section
is slightly shifted. The interface at the 6 o'clock cut is at a
different potential than the potential of the inteifncc at the 7
o'clock section because of the potential drop along the spiraliug
rectifying junction. Electrons generated at the interface move
from the 7 o'clock position into the 6 o'clock position following
the lower potential energy. The potential at the 5 o'clock position
looks again similar to the potential at the 6 o'clock position, but
the absolute values ore different due to the potential drop of
the current flowing along the p 1 spiral. Thus the electrons at
the interface move also from the 6 o'clock position toward the 5

Fig. 2.4: Microphotograph of the central part
of the detector. The large central hexagon is the
anode. The lower bond is the connection to the
final closed turn of the p f spiral. The bond at
the right hand side is the connection to the guard
sink.

o'clock position.
........

The lowest negative drift voltage is applied at the central
terminal of the spiral. Fig. 2.4 is a, microphotugraph of the
central region of the detector. The p* spiral ends in a closed
hexagon around the central anode. The potential at any point
of the spiral is determined by the spiral geometry and produced
by the current in the spiral. The resulting electric field in the
detector transports signal electrons created anywhere within the
sensitive volume of the detector toward the central anode.
3. Collection of the Surface Generated Currents.
The non implanted surface again has the geometry of n
hexagonal spiral and is covered with a thermally grown SiOj.
There are fixed positive charges in the 5I(>J close to the interface.
The presence of these charges bends the energy bands in such
.1 way that electrons are being held close to the interface. (It
is nothing more than the simple electrostatic attraction hrtween
mobile electrons within the silicon and fixed charges in the oxide.)
Fig. 1.1 shows the negative potential within a radial section, cut
at a T o'clock orientation as seen in Fig. 2.2. The section is

Fig. 3.1: Negative potential in a radial cross
section close to the center of the detector. The
main valley of the detector is visible. The anode is
located at;/ < 80/im. Fine details of the potential
close to Si — SiOi interface are not shown.

We can see thin, electrons generated nt (he interface move
iirmind atut toward the center of the detector following the spiral
swractry. At the central region, shown in Fig. 2.4, they t-'ach
'.ho guard sink and are collected by an external circuit.
The negative potential in the central region is shown in
Fi£. 3.1. The detector anode is at a zero potential and the
^urniiui»Uii£ L'nd of the pr spiral t.s Inasnl at

30V. This large

•.vitriinal difference is needed to position the mnin potential valley
iif shr ili-tL-ctut sufficiently far from the surfnee. The guard sink,
madi' hv an r t ' implant is biased nt -27 V

fp-.,rf= = -U0V, Umler .pral = -160V, £/,„„„,p,™/ = -22V,
U^uard ,mk = -18.5V and Ufmlt = -85V. The detector leakage current at room temperature was about In.4; the anode
capacitance was O.lpFWe did not have a capacitively matched preamplifier during
the test. The presented results were obtained with a commer
aally available RL 791/1 preamplifier5, having a 2N 4416 JFET
as an input transistor. The transistor capacitance was about
ApF, the capacitance of the connection 3pF resulting in a total
input capacitance of about 7pF.

y*
Fig. 4.1: Output waveform of the ORTEC-450
pseudo gaussian shaper (rln( = r^fj = 0.5/is).
Detector was illuminated with an Am M I X-ray

Fig. 3.2: Negative potential in the region of
Ruard sink. The potential of the sink is at - 27 V
relative to the anode potential.
The detail of the potential at the guard sink is shown in
Fi^ 3 2. Electrons generated at the surface arc collected here in
spi'e of the fact that the potential of the anode is 27V higher
that thr potential of the sink. The saddle point located a few
urn from the interface prevents electrons from the surface to
reach the main valley of the detector and also prevents signal
elrrtmns to be collected by the guard sink. We see that the
dctc-ctor is effectively divided into the central signal region and
the insensitive surface region.
4. Test Results.
Spiral Drift Detectors were fabricated at MBD using the
planar technology"*. Six closely related kinds of prototypes were
produced all on 300fim thick silicon rather than on 400/im as
planned.
All DC test, that is, I V and C V characteristics confirmed the basic physics of the design. The smaller thickness
•>f the detectors as compared with the projected value leads to
smaller values of bias voltages applied to the detector. Detectors wi-rc functioning properly under the following bias voltages.

Fig. 4.2:
Am7il X-ray spectrum obtained
with a Silicon Spiral Detector and a commercially
available preamplifier R.L-791/1 (log scale).
The Am211 X-ray spectrum in Fig. 4.2 is displayed in a log
scale and in Fig. 4.3 in a linear scale. The resolution is limited
by the electronic noise which is 190 electrons. This noise is close
to the calculated value for the 4416 FET, ~pf input capacitance
and the pulse shape shown in Fig. 4.1. There is no indication
of electron trapping down to a 1% level. Detectors arc presently
under an extensive test and more results will be published shortly.

small capacitance of about O.lpF and " leakage current under
ln.-t at room temperature. With the commercial electronics the
noise of the system is 190 electrons. The expected resolution with
a capacitively matched electronics is about 50 electrons nils.
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Fig, 4,3;
Am2'" X-cay spectrum obtained
with a Silicon Spiral Detector and a commercially
available preamplifier RL-791/1 (linear scale).

5, Conclusions.
An advanced irerge area silicon photodinrlc and X-ray ilrtrctor was designed, produced and tested. The detector has a very
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